The devices can be added tougher ex: (x) + (x)

TCP/IP Connection
CAT5 cable
RS485 LINE
Shielded, cable with 2 connectors for power supply and 2 connectors RS484 for signal

HDMI
Cable HDMI

UMTS/GPRS
3G connection

VIDEO ANALOGICAL SIGNAL
Coaxial cable RG59

TWSITED TELEPHONE CABLE
Cable with 2 twisted connectors for signal

RAID FUNCTION

STEELEYE
KEYPADE
DOME

DECODER
ENCODER
CAMERA
IP CAMERA
DOME
MONITOR HDMI

UMBRA SOLUTIONS & BRAGASCIC

MONITOR HDMI (1) ANALOGIC MONITOR (4)

IBRID SOLUTIONS IP & ANALOGIC

CCTV System

CCTV STORAGE

BALUN TX
BALUN RX

NETCLIENT
HWCLIENT
NETEYE
HWSERVER

TELEDATA
Elaborazione intelligente dell’immagine digitale

By using our advanced digital elaboration algorithms, our company has implemented advanced functions such as:

- **Slow motion**: object permanency recognizing inside the camera or opposite events like the vandalism phenomenon recognizing people counting.
- **Motion-tracking object**: extreme precision movement alarm recognizing independently from atmospheric events and filtered by different factors such as date, object recognition or passage crossing and/or parameters.
- **Number plate reading**: character recognizing for number plate reading or alphanumeric codes for elaborations such as passages management, parking spaces or LTZ.

**Hybrid solutions**

Implementation of an integration on digital systems models Phantom and Videospy for the management of PAL/NTSC video cameras and IP products such as IP cameras and video servers. Integrated management of programming functions such as event research, visualizing, recording and remote transmitting for the realization of hybrid systems with traditional and flexibility solutions.